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For my mother, whose love and endless patience will
hopefully prevent her from being mad at me for
sharing these stories.
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The Milk Story
My mother doesn't like when I tell the milk story.
"It makes me sound like a terrible mother," she says.
"But you aren't a terrible mother," I reply. "That's why it's funny."
“It's not funny to me," she glares. "And a joke isn't funny unless everyone is
laughing."
"Are you in kindergarten? Listen, if I wanted people to think you were a
bad mother I'd have plenty of more substantial things to tell them than the
milk story."
She glares at me, and I have to assure her that I'm kidding about that last
part.
"You," she says, "are a brat."
"Possibly, but I've never dumped a carton of milk on your head."
That's usually where the conversation ends, unless there's a third party
present who begs me to "tell the milk story! tell the milk story!" and then I, of
course, tell the milk story.
The problem with me telling the milk story is that I don't actually
remember many of the details, and without the details there's just the
overarching point that my mother once dumped an entire carton of milk on
my head.
I start. "I was five years old —“
She interjects: "You were six."
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I roll my eyes. "Fine, I was six years old, quietly playing dress up in my
room."
She interjects again: "You have never in your life done anything quietly."
We glare at each other, and I begin again. "After trying on and playing in a
few different outfits, I settled on my favorite one, a flowing pink Arabian
princess costume with silver stars. I was playing in the kitchen in this outfit
when all of the sudden from, like, totally out of nowhere my mother poured
an entire carton of milk over my head and ruined my outfit."
She freaks out. "This is not what happened! It was mid-afternoon and you
were being a terrible demon brat of a child all day. Incessant questioning,
whining, poking, doing the exact opposite of everything I asked you to do. I
had HAD it. I had made it VERY CLEAR to you that I had HAD it. And yet
you kept going, kept annoying me and pushing me closer and closer to the
edge."
Now it’s my turn to interject. "This is false on all accounts."
Her eyes bug out of her head as she screeches, "No! Not false. Not! False!
I told you to stay in your room until you calmed down, and I went into the
kitchen to fix myself a bowl of cereal because can't a mother have ONE
GODDAMN MINUTE OF UNINTERRUPTED PRIVATE CEREAL.
But did you stay in your room? No, you followed me into the kitchen. And
did you calm down? No. You were loud and bratty and I couldn't handle it
and I might or might not have missed my cereal bowl and poured a teensy bit
of milk on your head."
"Yeah Ma, complete accident. It was the entire carton.”
She sighs. “I know."
“You ruined my outfit."
“I know.”
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"That was my favorite outfit."
"I KNOW."
"I believe I might or might not still harbor some resentment regarding the
ruining of the favorite outfit."
"DON'T MAKE ME PULL OUT THE MILK.”
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PastorKelley@hotmail.com
From the moment I picked up the phone, I knew we were in A Situation.
At first, all I could hear was jagged breathing and a pained groaning noise
that made my mother sound like a cat trapped in a barbed wire fence. Then
the wailing began.
“You have to help me!” she says. “You have to help me right now. I need
you to fix this, Nicole!” and I’m like, “Fix what?” and she’s all, “I didn’t do it!
I didn’t do it!” and I’m like, “GET CONTROL OF YOURSELF,
WOMAN” and finally she takes a deep breath and says slowly, in a careful
whisper, “Someone is inside my email.”
“Someone is what?”
Another deep breath, and she yells “INSIDE MY EMAIL! THEY GOT
IN!” And I’m all, “Are you trying to say that your email account has been
hacked?” and she’s like, “Yes! That! I didn’t send those emails. I need you to
help me bring them back!” and I’m all, “Uh... that’s not how the internet
works” and she lets out a high pitched wail and says, “But. But. Nicole!
Whoever is inside my email has sent sex photos to my entire church!”
Okay, I think. Don’t laugh. You absolutely cannot laugh.
I know I’m in a losing battle with that plan though, as I imagine all of the
little old ladies I met at my mother’s church opening their Yahoo and Hotmail
accounts and innocently clicking into a collage of hardcore sex. But then I
hear my mother start to tip into full-scale nervous breakdown mode at the
other end of the phone and her tiny voice croaks, “Oh my goodness, oh my
goodness, no. I sent pornography to Pastor Kelley!” and it’s such an end-ofthe-world tone of voice that I manage to suppress my laughter.
“The only thing I can do is help you change your password.”
“You mean you can’t go in there and bring all of the sex stuff back?”
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“No.”
“Why not?? Just, you know, go in there.”
“The internet is not a crawl space under the house, Ma. Let’s just change
your password.”
She is silent, which I take to mean that she has either agreed or fainted,
and I log into her account using the password information I have stored from
the time she was insistent that I change her default email text to be purple,
size 18. I click over to the settings, start the process of changing the
password, and all that’s left is to answer the security question she chose when
she set up the account.
“Okay Ma, what is the name of my school?”
“What do you mean? You’re done with school.”
“No, not my school, your school, for the security question.”
“I am not in school! You know I am not in school! I didn’t go to college.
Are you trying to make me feel bad about not going to college? Why are you
asking me judgmental questions instead of rounding up all that filth? Stop
wasting time!”
Stay calm, I tell myself. Just stay calm.
“Mom, I know you’re upset, but try to pay attention to me for just a
second, okay? Just one second. There is a security question that needs to be
answered in order for me to change your password, and that question is ‘what
is the name of my school?’ so I need you to tell me which answer you gave
when you first set up this account.
She thinks for a few minutes, and then tells me the name of her high
school, which doesn’t work. Then her middle school, which doesn’t work.
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Then her elementary school, which doesn’t work, and so we keep going, keep
guessing answers, for eleven minutes (ELEVEN MINUTES) and just as I’m
afraid the account is going to freeze and lock us out, we realize that my
mother has used the name of my preschool as the answer to her security
question.
“You’ve got to be kidding me,” I say. “But we’re in, I’m going to change
the password.”
“So, now that the password is changed, does that mean the sex emails have
disappeared from Pastor Kelley’s inbox?”
Her innocent hope hangs in the air between us for a few seconds, and then
it’s my turn to sigh. “Yes, Mother, your new password has the power to erase
porn.”
“Really?!”
“No! What do you think the internet does?”
“RUINS LIVES WITH PORNOGRAPHY.”
Touché.
She’s quiet again, worrying. “But what if the sex emailer comes back?”
“Well, maybe the next batch of emails will be sent to your nieces,
nephews, and all younger family members.”
This is when she hangs up on me, a flurry of wails and deeply depressed
sighs followed by the hollow sound of the line going dead.
A few minutes later my phone rings again, only this time it’s my dad and
he sounds like he’s inches away from wetting himself with convulsive
laughter. “Your mother sex-spammed the entire congregation!”
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Finally! Someone who appreciates this as much as I do. We then spend at
least five minutes dying of laughter together, until I hear my mother cry in the
background, “It’s not funny, Alvin! Stop laughing at me! JESUS AND I
ARE HAVING A VERY BAD DAY.”
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Peach Pit vs Dirty Underwear
So let’s say you’re hanging out with my mom. And let’s say that maybe
there’s wine. Except it’s way more than maybe because if you’re hanging out
with my mom there’s definitely wine. So there’s wine. And my mom has had
some of it. And you’re in the middle of a conversation about health care
reform, or stray kittens, or why Cheetos are the best junk food, and all of the
sudden she’s like, “Wanna see a picture of me when I was hot?”
And you’re like, “??” and there’s this long, loaded pause and she’s looking
at you expectantly and finally you’re all, “Okay? Sure?” because what else
are you going to do when a sixty five year old woman makes an offer like
that? There’s really nowhere to go but forward.
So you’re waiting for her to pull out the picture, and you’re internally
evaluating your lying skills and thinking, “If she wasn’t hot, it’s about to get
real awkward in here,” but it doesn’t get awkward because my mom was
totally hot. It’s actually pretty annoying. Like, she’ll nonchalantly say to me,
“You have my old body, except I was maybe a little skinnier.” And then I’m
all, “Fine, but you were also a total freak.” And she’s gasping and offended
until I say, “The peach pit? Remember the peach pit?” And she rolls her eyes
and puts the picture away and yells, “WE WERE SERIOUSLY IN LOVE.”
But wait, let me back up.
On the top shelf of my mother’s closet, she keeps a thick green photo
album. We reverently refer to it as simply The Album, since it’s the only one
my grandmother ever made for her, and within its pages you’ll find my
mother’s entire life. But my grandmother was a heavy smoker, obsessive
gambler, raging sugar addict, and crazy insomniac, so the photos aren’t in any
sort of chronological order. You’ll be flipping through the album and see a
picture of my mom at five years old, followed by a picture of me at five years
old, followed by a picture of my mom as a 20-something flight attendant and
then twelve pictures from when she was in third grade.
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And the conversation we have while looking through The Album is always
the same. Except it’s less of a conversation and more of her repeatedly saying,
“Look how shiny my hair was! I was so hot. I could have been a hair model. I
was so hot. Why wasn’t I a hair model??” and my job is just to listen and nod
and curse the corporate shampoo people for allowing my mother’s luminous
hair potential to go to waste.
All of this is really just me playing along though, until we reach the final
page, my absolute favorite page, where after her wedding photos you zip
back in time to three prom pictures, one after the other, and as soon as she
turns to that page I shoot my hand out, point to the guy in the pictures and
yell, “REMEMBER WHEN YOU WORE HIS CHEWED PEACH PIT
ON A STRING AROUND YOUR NECK?”
I do this every single time. I’ve been doing this for 20 years, and it never
gets old. Because each time I do, she sighs and tries to tell me again about
how it’s okay because they were “seriously in love.”
Have you ever been in love? I have. But the most stalker-movie thing I
ever did was spray the guy’s cologne all over my bra. Okay okay, and one
time I stole his fancy memory foam pillow. But that’s it! My mother actually
waited for this guy to finish eating a peach, picked the peach pit out of the
trash, poked a hole in it, threaded it onto a string, and wore it around her
neck.
FOR WEEKS.
IN PUBLIC.
“You know,” I say, “I spend a lot of time on the internet and I honestly
don’t think I’ve found anyone doing anything even half as creepy as your
peach pit thing.”
To which my mother responds, “That’s not true, Nicole. I know for a fact
that there are women who sell their dirty underwear on Craigslist.”
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Which is when my brain explodes and I ask politely if I could please be
excused from the table because I didn’t even think she knew what Craigslist
was and OH MY GOD THE HORROR.
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The Flintstones Dilemma
We’ve been in the car for about an hour when she turns to me and casually
mentions that she's rather on the fence about evolution.
“And don’t even get me started on the creation of planet earth.”
She says this as if we’re in the middle of a conversation about it, as if we’ve
been discussing it all along.
“You’re not serious,” I say. “What do you mean you don’t believe in
evolution?”
She takes a moment to think. “I just like my version better."
“Your version?”
“You know, with God, and the Flintstones.”
Which, naturally, is when I started faking seizures and yelling that “YOU
CAN'T COMPARE SCIENCE TO THE FLINTSTONES” and she’s all,
“I’m trying to teach you about Adam and Eve!” And I'm like, “YOU’RE
TRYING TO GET ME TO THROW MYSELF OUT OF THIS CAR.”
And she goes, “Listen young lady, I’m just too pretty to have descended
from an ape.”
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Santa Doesn’t Want Your Ashes
So, my mom calls while I’m in the middle of doing laundry.
Which, sidenote, what the hell is wrong with people in communal laundry
rooms? What are people doing that’s SO IMPORTANT that they put their
clothes in the washing machine and then just don’t come back for them for,
like, hours. I cannot understand this. You put the laundry in and you set a
timer. When the timer goes off, you go back to the laundry room and, oh, I
don’t know, get your fucking clothes out of everyone else’s way. And if you
don’t, the fine print of being an Adult Person is that someone else has the
right to move your clothes into an empty dryer. Not to start the dryer, but to
get your shit out of the washing machine so they can put their own shit in
there. Right? Right?! This is just how it is. The problem, though, is what to
do if someone forgets their clothes during the dryer portion of the laundry
adventure. The clothes are fully dry, sitting in the dryer, but no one is
claiming them! This infuriates me. Because I’m not going to put them on the
floor and I’m not going to put them back into the wet washing machine
(although, really, I should), so then I’m the one stuck in the middle of the
laundry room holding soaking wet clothes that can’t be dried because some
idiot decided to wash all the sheets and towels in the world, put them in the
dryer at the exact same time, and then leave to go on safari in Kenya or some
shit.
So yeah, my mom calls during that, and I’m all, “I’m going to need to call
you back later” and she’s like, “No, Nicole, this is important, we need to
discuss my funeral plans” and I’m all, “Seriously?!” and she’s like,
“Remember how my will states that you have to take my ashes to Lapland
and release them off the back of a snow mobile so that I can enjoy eternal
Christmas?” and I’m all, “WHO COULD EVER FORGET SOMETHING
LIKE THAT?!” and she’s like, “I’m very concerned that getting to and from
Lapland and staying in an ice hotel is going to be cost prohibitive for you”
and I’m all, “I have to stay in an ice hotel? Your will really says that?” and
she’s like, “Well no, but have you seen pictures of those ice hotels? They are
incredible! Why would you not stay there??” and I’m all, “Listen, if you want
me to be the creepy person on a Lapland-bound flight who’s holding an urn
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and terrifying children by telling them that a dead mother’s ashes will soon be
all over the snow in Lapland and that the snow will melt and turn into water
and that Santa’s reindeer will drink that water and then fly the dead mother
around in their reindeer bellies next Christmas, I’m happy to oblige.”
There was a long pause after that, and then she was all, “I can’t believe
you’d say that to kids. What's the matter with you? What kind of child have I
raised? This is how you plan to honor my memory? I’m going to change my
will to specifically indicate that you cannot use my ashes to scare children
under the age of 10.” And I’m like, “CAN I PLEASE HAVE THE LAST
FIVE MINUTES OF MY LIFE BACK?!?”
After the call, though, (and after I was finally able to put my clothes in the
damn dryer), I started thinking about death. More specifically, I started
thinking about where I’d like my ashes sprinkled, because I realized that
there’s just no way I’m going to let my mother win the family title for Weirdest
Place to Make Your Family Take Your Cremated Body.
No way.
In order to earn their inheritance, someone is going to have to release my
ashes into the ocean off the coast of Bali while riding a blind camel at full
speed, belting out show tunes, and spraying champagne all over everything
with a giant water gun.
Your move, grandkids.
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Jesus and The Cheese Grater
Let’s clear up a few things before we get started, shall we?
First of all, no, I’m not actually suggesting that Jesus is edible. But I
mean, I didn’t invent communion so this really seems like someone else’s
issue. Second of all, yes, my mother does have some boundaries, contrary to
what you’re about to hear, but I think she’s losing the grip on them little by
little every single day.
Where was I? Oh yeah, Jesus.
The year I turned 26, I started thinking that maybe it was time to eat some
healthy food. So when I found a loaf of bread at Trader Joe’s that wasn’t as
much “bread” as it was “lentils and soybeans and millet and barley and a
whole bunch of other non-bread shit that’s been cooked down and smashed
together in bread form,” I bought it. Turns out that in addition to being
healthy, it was also delicious, which moved it straight to the top of my List Of
Things I Eat Most Of The Time So That I Can Eat Gratuitous Amounts Of
Nutella All Those Other Times.
But it’s not just that this bread is healthy. It is also, apparently, some kind
of magical bible bread. The package bears the name “Ezekiel 4:9” followed by
a scripture quote that’s basically like, “GOD WANTS YOU TO EAT THIS
BREAD” and really, I’m in no position to be turning down instructions like
that.
A few days after I first found the bread, I called my mother - our family’s
resident religious person - to tell her that she should be proud of me for eating
Jesus bread. She sighed and asked me to please not call it Jesus bread. I told
her that I’d try, but that “Jesus bread” was a pretty catchy name and that I’d
said it enough times already that she was probably out of luck.
When I went home for Thanksgiving that year, I brought some of the
Jesus bread with me. I was all, “You have to try this!” and she was like, “I’d
rather just stick with my English muffins, thank you.” And I was all, “Do you
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see an endorsement from Jesus on the label of those English muffins?” And
she was like, “That’s not a Jesus quote! That’s an Old Testament quote!
You’re eating Old Testament bread. Leave Jesus alone!”
A few days later, when I was cooking Thanksgiving dinner, I asked my
mother if she could do me a favor. “This better not have anything to do with
your Jesus bread,” she said. “Relax, Ma, I just need you to hand me the
cheese grater.” Except, apparently, my parents don’t own a cheese grater.
“Then how am I going to grate all of this cheese?” I asked. We were
preparing a meal that called for record-level amounts of grated cheese.
She was silent for a few minutes, deep in thought.
“Well,” she said slowly. “I might have a solution for you, but you can’t
judge me.”
“Okay?”
“No, really,” she said, “you have to know up front that I understand that
this is going to sound more disgusting than it really is.”
“Okay...”
She took a deep breath, “We could sanitize my foot thing and use that.”
“Your what?”
“My foot thing. You know, that little silver tool that scrapes dead skin off
your heel?”
“........”
She starts shrieking. “I mean, we’ll sanitize it! Of course we’ll sanitize it!
WE’LL SANITIZE IT! Stop looking at me like that!! I’ll put it in boiling
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water and it’ll be the cleanest foot tool that’s ever been used to grate four
blocks of Gruyere cheese. It’ll be even cleaner than a regular cheese grater!!”
I stared at her in horror for a few minutes before carefully explaining why,
in fact, we weren’t going to do that, and then I moved on to plan B: trying
desperately to rid myself of this new set of traumatizing mental images.
Later that day she looked at me and said, “This is going to wind up on
your blog, isn’t it?”
I shrugged.
“Yeah,” she said, “It’ll be right there next to all the other stories about how
I accidentally sent porn to my entire church and how I don’t believe in
evolution and how I’m forcing you to take my cremated ashes to Lapland so I
can spend my afterlife celebrating eternal Christmas.”
I was all, “Do you hear yourself right now? Instead of worrying about
being the subject of individual blog posts, you should be grateful that I don’t
have an entire website about you and all of your shenanigans and that I'm not
charging you for a lifetime's worth of therapy.”
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The Spy
When I went home to celebrate her birthday, my mother’s only request
was that I teach her how to use “The Facebook.”
“Okay, lesson 1: it’s just Facebook, not The Facebook. Are we done yet?”
She ignores me, clearly anxious, her eyes darting around the room. “Shh,
listen. I need help. I think cousin Scott is spying on me.”
“You what?”
“Well, we were talking on instant message this morning and, as he was
signing off, he said he was going to let me get back to writing my thank yous.
But, how does he know I’m thanking people for wishing me a happy birthday
on Facebook??”
“Uh, because almost everything you do on Facebook is public?”
“What!! But I’m writing on my own page! Not Scott’s page! It’s my page!
I'm just responding to people who wrote me happy birthday notes. This has
nothing to do with Scott. Scott doesn’t know Deb from church.”
Needless to say, it was an exceptionally long afternoon. I’d be right in the
middle of explaining how to share a photo or “like” a comment when
something else would catch her attention and she’d be all, “Ooo, what’s that!
And that!” and start clicking away somewhere else. I had to remind myself to
take slow deep breaths and not snap at her, because how terrible and
impatient am I that I can’t take ONE HOUR to teach my mother how to use
Facebook after she spent ENTIRE YEARS teaching me how to speak words
and eat food and basically do everything ever?!
The best part, though, was when I tried to explain to her that she needs to
have a profile picture. I was like, “Ma, no one is going to take you seriously
without a profile picture. It makes you look very spammy.” And she’s all,
“Spam? Like the canned meat?” I shook my head, “No, not canned - oh,
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never mind. Listen, you need a profile picture. Don’t you have any pictures
on your computer?” And she’s all, “I don’t know how to get a picture into the
computer. Is there a slot for that, like how I insert a CD?”
I stared at her for a long time after that, trying to figure out the best next
step that would a) get her a profile picture and b) not end with me yelling and
making her cry.
I sighed. “Why don’t we just go outside and I’ll take a picture on my phone
and upload it for you?”
“What? Now?? I can’t have my picture taken when I look like this! Why
can’t you just use an old one - you know, from when I was hot.”
“Ma," I sighed, "if you let me put up a current picture of you, I promise to
create an entire photo album titled, ‘Want To See A Photo From When I Was
Hot?’ and fill it with all of your favorite pictures.”
Her eyes lit up like neon saucers after that, and even though I had said it
as a joke, my mother thought this was the best idea she’d ever heard. And
from that point on, teaching her how to use Facebook was a dream. She was
so focused by the dangling carrot of this upcoming photo album that she
quickly became the model student.
When my dad got home later that night, she smugly told him that she now
understood Facebook better than he did, and that there was soon going to be
a photo album of pictures from when she was hot.
He looks at her, standing in the middle of the kitchen in her long, ratty
night shirt, her hands hidden in the elbow length rubber gloves she wears
after she covers her fingers in baby oil to stop her skin from cracking in the
dry heat, and starts hooting with laughter. He finally controls himself and
says, “Well, we could always take a picture of you right now to use as a
‘before and after’ for your photo album.”
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She glares at him, raises one gloved hand, and says, “Guess which finger
I’m holding up for you right now, Alvin. I’ll give you a hint, it’s not the one
with my wedding ring on it.”
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The Critters
“AM I THE ONLY PERSON IN THIS HOUSE WHO KNOWS THE
RECIPE FOR ICE?”
I look up. My mother is standing in the kitchen, waving empty ice trays
above her head and growling about how my father and I don’t deserve cold
drinks because we are "lazy and insensitive in regard to our ice usage."
She stomps around a little more before filling up the ice trays herself.
Then, she picks up a dirty plate, scrubs it in the sink, gets it completely clean,
slowly starts to open the dishwasher door, peers in, opens it all the way up,
puts the plate inside, slams it shut, and jumps backward.
“Uh, Ma? You just put a completely clean plate into the dishwasher. And
what’s with the peering and the slamming and the jumping around?”
“The critters!!” she yells. “Enormous black bugs! Fast ones! THE
BIGGEST ONES YOU’VE EVER SEEN. Sometimes I find them in the
dishwasher. Everything has to be spotless!”
She turns around and pours vinegar down the sink drain and quickly
plugs it closed.
I stare at her.
“The critters come through the sink too!”
I keep staring. The entire house now smells like we’re decorating Easter
eggs.
“Come on,” she says, waving her hand toward the door, “we’re going to
Barnes and Noble.”
I ask her if she’s going to put real pants on. She tells me that sweatpants
are real pants. I point out that the sweatpants she’s currently wearing are
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bright turquoise and that with the magenta sweatshirt she has on, it’s not
necessarily the most flattering combination to wear out in public. She’s asks
when I became such a snobby fashionista and then yells at me for letting my
shoes touch the carpet while I’m putting them on by the door.
“Your shoes track in particles!”
I don’t even want to ask. I raise an eyebrow.
“Particles of things the critters eat! Now I’m going to have to vacuum that
spot! Go wait for me in the car. You’re driving.”
“Why?”
“Because I’ve had wine. Also because I’M THE MOTHER so stop asking
questions!”
I sigh, walk to the car, and wait. She climbs in. I ask her if she knows
where we’re going. She rolls her eyes at me to say that obviously of course she
does. I start driving.
After about 15 minutes, I get this feeling. You know what I’m talking
about. When you can sense that you’re going in the wrong direction but
you’re not the one who lives in this damn city so you don’t say anything and
she just sits there, eyes darting around furiously, and then at the last second
she’s screaming about how YOU HAVE TO BE IN THE RIGHT LANE
except you’re all the way over in the left lane like she goddamn told you to be
and now you’re making all kinds of illegal moves while she repeatedly slams
her foot into the floor, pumping her imaginary break pedal and asking where
the hell you got your license.
Eleventy thousand turns later, we’re headed in the correct direction. I turn
on the radio and it’s that Jay-Z song, the one about New York, and it takes
my mother all of six seconds to start shrieking about how much she hates rap
music and how I’m inconsiderate for playing it. I tell her to just listen to the
lyrics because she’ll like them, being from New York and all. She’s quiet for a
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minute and then asks who Jay-Z is. I try to think of an answer that will hold
any relevance at all for her.
“He’s married to Beyonce?"
“Oh, yes,” she responds thoughtfully. “He’s no where near as yummy as
that Diddy person.”
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Christmas Spirit
My mother looks at me with a disappointed expression. “I can’t believe
you didn’t notice.”
“Notice what?”
“We got a new fridge while you were in San Francisco!”
“That one? It looks exactly like the old one.”
“Nicole, it’s a completely different refrigerator.”
“I mean, I believe you, but it looks the same.”
“There’s no shelf in the freezer! How did you not see that? And it’s ever so
slightly more beige.”
“I’ve been home for less than six minutes. When would I have noticed that
there isn’t a shelf in the freezer? And do you seriously think I made a mental
bookmark of which shade of beige your kitchen appliances are?”
“I could paint my bedroom red and you wouldn’t notice that either.”
“That’s not even a little bit the same thing.”
“It’s exactly the same thing. Also, the cheese is frozen.”
“The what?”
“There are chunks of ice in the parmesan cheese.”
“Because you keep it in a shelf-less freezer?”
“Because the fridge is too cold!”
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“You know you can adjust the temperature, right?”
She sighs. “No, I can’t, because I don’t have any loose change.”
“??”
“There’s this little groove in the temperature dial and your father says I
have to use a penny to turn it.”
“Here, move over, just let me try.”
“I said I don’t have any pennies! Stop messing with it, your fingertips are
too large.”
“My fingertips are normal size.”
“I can’t believe you didn’t notice we got a new fridge.”
“If it makes you feel any better, I noticed that you traded the normal toilet
paper for that rough Christmas patterned kind.”
“It’s for the holiday guests!”
“You’re not having any holiday guests.”
“I could have holiday guests.”
“Do you really think these hypothetical holiday guests want to wipe
themselves with toilet paper that has multi-colored ink on it? Not to mention
that it’s closer to sandpaper than toilet paper. It actually hurts to use it.”
“You used it?! Don’t use it! It’s special! It’s for guests! And besides, why
can’t you be more festive? I bet Mary didn’t complain this much around the
holidays.”
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“Please tell me you’re not going to turn this into an argument about
Jesus.”
“I was just saying.”
“You were saying what? That on the night Mary gave miraculous birth in
a stable surrounded by dirty animals and strange men in robes, she wasn’t
complaining? You think there’s even the slightest chance that she wasn’t
screeching at the top of her lungs about having to endure all the pain of
childbirth without any of the pleasures of sex?”
“She wasn’t in pain. Jesus wouldn’t hurt Mary on the way out.”
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The Royal Nipples
Here’s something my mother does: she calls me and just starts talking as if
we’re already an hour into our conversation. There’s no context at all, and she
often just starts at some bizarre point in the middle of a sentence and expects
me to have a clue what in the hell she’s talking about.
It’s the end of April, 2011 and as soon as I pick up the phone she’s like,
“Did you see the nipples?!” and I’m all, “What??” and she’s like, “The
nipples!” and I’m all, “I seriously can’t talk right now” and she’s like, “Oh my
God, what is that sound? Are you on fire?” and I tried to explain that our
apartment building was testing the fire alarm (again) and that I was rushing
to leave the building before my ear drums burst. She’s all, “I can’t hear you!
Can you hear me? Did you hear what I said about the nipples? Are you sure
you’re not on fire?!” and I’m like, “PLEASE JUST LET ME CALL YOU
BACK.”
Five minutes later, outside of the building and back on the phone with her,
she’s still asking me about nipples. I’m all, “You know I’m not a part of this
conversation right?” and she’s like, “The royal wedding! Did you watch it?
Did you see Kate Middleton? She’s a very beautiful young woman, but that
dress was just not flattering in the nippular area.”
“No Ma, I didn’t see it.”
So she makes me promise that the first thing I’ll do once I get to the coffee
shop (“The very first thing, Nicole!”) is look up a photo of Kate’s dress online
and text her to share my feelings on the British nipple show. Which is how I
wound up seated next to an old lady at Sugar Cafe with zoomed-in photos of
the Duchess of Cambridge's bosom on my screen, wondering if other people’s
mothers put them in equally awkward situations on such a daily basis.
And that’s another thing, the texting. She does the same thing by text that
she does on the phone, starting in the middle of a conversation that I can’t
even begin to follow.
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Like the time I get this text that says, “Are you having trouble buffering?”
and of course I have no idea what she's going on about and don't have the
hundred hours to wait for her to explain it via text, so I call her and she’s
laughing hysterically and I’m like, “What?" and she can't stop laughing and
I'm all, “Seriously, woman, NO ONE ELSE KNOWS WHAT YOU’RE
TALKING ABOUT” and she’s all, “I learned the word ‘buffering’ today and
I couldn’t wait to use it! From the commercial I saw, I think it has something
to do with men who are very upset when their music doesn’t play fast enough
on their laptops” and I’m like, “Yes, mother, that overly specific description is
exactly what buffering means” and she’s all, “Aren’t you excited that I know
such a technical term?” and I’m all, “Seriously? It’s the middle of the work
day, I’m working” and she’s all, “Working? OR BUFFERING?” and
explodes into another round of laughter while yelling to my father, “Don’t
worry, Alvin! She’s not buffering!”
This is my life.
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